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           January 2018 Meeting 

Something new for the SE Queensland Group! Meetings are normally 
held at the home of one of the members. However, we decided that 
we would undertake a group activity for January. Enquiries were 
made of venues such as church halls, but the ugly subject of Public 
Liability Insurance kept rearing its loathsome head. Finally a solution 

was found in the availability for a Saturday of a suitable room in the 
Brisbane City Council library in the suburb of Kenmore. 

A limited range of activities was mustered and the venue gave us the 
opportunity to unfurl our new HRCA banner. 

Two stand-alone O-Gauge layouts were presented. The first, called "Infectious Nostalgia", 
ostensibly ran Hornby rolling stock on 1-foot radius electric track but, of course, anything that 
had four or more wheels snuck onto the layout during the course of the day. Main runner of 
the day was an LNER E502. There was also a Toby look-a-like built from a motorised 
Hornby brake-van wreck. The dominating feature of the layout was a Brimtoy Bridge Street 
station which took up nearly half the available room. The second layout was based around 
Lionel 3-rail FasTrack, with staging located beneath a raised central hill. Runners included 
the Hogwarts Express and the ubiquitous Thomas and Friends, numerous examples of Ace 
Trains and lots of Hornby. Guess what? Not a single diesel locomotive to be seen. 

Two Dublo layouts were on display; both were three-rail. The first was a double-track design 
copied directly from Figure 16 of the 1950 edition of the Hornby Dublo booklet of 3-rail 
layouts. Runners included a variety of Dublo tank locomotives plus a single Class 20 Bo-Bo 
diesel locomotive with yellow warning panel. The second layout was a free-lance layout 
constructed on a superfluous door to which had been added a 4” outrider so that both large 
and standard radius curves could be used. It included the usual through and island stations 
located on dead-end sidings (akin to Figure 16 above) plus a turntable installed in an 
unusual configuration, running off a long goods siding (see Figure X). 

 

Locomotives run included an N2 (goods consist), Duchess of Atholl (LMS D2 consist), Silver 
King (BR D11 consist), 4MT (BR D14 consist) and 8F (goods consist). 

Figure X 
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The next layout was a hybrid called “Then and Now”. The “Then” comprised a circle of 1-foot 
radius curves around which ran an eclectic mix of both old and new. Next door, in the “Now” 
section, Lego trains ran around a more than 2-foot high Lego model of a space rocket. 

The final displays were both static. The smaller of the two presented a range of railway 
models, primarily O-Gauge and OO/HO, from bygone days through to modern Hornby. The 
larger of the two could probably merit an article in its own right. All models presented were 
mostly large-scale and ranged from Bing-for-Basset-Lowke through Exley-for-Bassett-Lowke 
through Bassett-Lowke live steam through Hornby Princess through Ives through Swiss 
Buco and so on. Last but not least was a boxed Dublo LNER goods set for which the owner 
had not even lifted the cover off the loco compartment – to his surprise, there was a 
locomotive in there that he did not realise he had! 

The day was not onerous, being only open to the public for a total of five hours. However the 
numbers through the doors (bearing in mind that it was a free event) were most satisfying. 
One of the Dublo runners was even handed a plastic bag containing something the bearer 
wanted to have a new home. It contained a damaged Dublo 5083 Terminal Station – not to 
be sniffed at! 

Our thanks must go to the staff of the BCC library who went out of their way to ensure that 
the event ran smoothly. 

Comment of the day: 

Boy of about nine to ten years of age runs into the room, looks hurriedly around and then 
rushes back to his mother saying “It’s no good. Nothing is digital. It is all that old electric 
rubbish”. 

Mark Hobson (Member 8962) 


